is written along its top, and the volume and page of the two folios by Dance, from which the original was traced, are given in the upper left-hand corners. There are :::everal notabilities in his collection besides those in Fig. 5 . Among them are Horace Walpole, General Paoli, Haydn, and John Philip Kemble. An exhibition of Dance's pictures was recently held in London. He had a considerable r ep utation in his time as a portrait painter.
Methods have been used to aid the recollection of dates and other figures.
That by Gray, in his "Memoria Technica," was to transform each numeral into either a consonant or into a vowel or diphthong , as might be the most convenient, and thereby to build up words easy to pronounce and to remember. Those who are familiar with such a process might apply it here, and convert the four quintets of numerals into four words, getting over the difficulty of employing the three additional symbols as best they can. If they succeed, the phrase of "four-word profiles " would be literally exact.
I do not find that a genera l resemblance can be much increased by using one or a f ew more quintets or words. A fifth, or even a sixth, quintet might, however, be usefully employed in extending the range of the profile, if it contained one figure to describe the chin and just below it, another to describe the brow, a nd two figures, oo to 99, which would perhaps suffice to give the size and general shape of the head, also to define the mustachio and beard of unshaven faces.
The next distinct stage in order of accuracy is separated by a great distance from the present one. It r equires so large a number of dots that straight or slightly curved lines drawn through them will flow smoothly when seen at the ordinary reading distance from the eye. It needs as many as perhaps fifty quintets to describe a profile with exactness and the 1·est of the head with rough precision, and still more to include the eye and ear. I have made many of these, which, when reduced to the standard scale of BC=50 mm., are practically identical with the originals, when viewed in a somewhat careless way by a normally sighted person at a distance of 12 inches. A special use is made in this case of the middle figure of the quintet. Thus, the numeral 1 means that a half-unit is to be added to the first two figures; 2, that it is to be added to the last two; and 3, tha t it is to be added to both of them. This power of doubly minute description is often wanted in the outline that joins and includes the nose-tip and the two lips. Another use for the middle figure of the quintet is to tell that a dotted line should be drawn from the preceding point, to signify doubt of some kind. A hyphen ( -) in the middle of the quintet m eans to begin ; an oblique line ( / ) to end; and a point ( . ) means an isolated point. But I will not go further into this now; neither will I do more than hint at the way of dealing with portraits that are not in exact profile, by multiplying their horizontal NO. 2109, VOL. 83] measures into the secant of the angle through which the profiles are turned away from it.
Much more might be added on extensions of this method, especially as regards its facilities and limitations in conveying plans-ceremonia l, strategic, and others-for newspaper use.
But its general principles ha ve been explained, and as this article is already too long I will end it abruptly here. FRANCIS GALTON.
TIDAL OBSERVATIONS IN THE ENGLISH
CHANNEL AND NORTH SEA. F:)R the purpose of tracing correctly the progress of the tidal wave throughout its course in the English Channel and North Sea, observations of the vertical movement of the tide at a di sta nce from the land, and similar observations by means of tide gauges on the shore, are equally necessary.
Information on the rise and fall of tide far from the shore may be obtained from a ship or boat at anchor, and in certain localities it may be of considerable value to the navigator.
But, if the observations are carried out with sufficient exactitude to satisfy scientific requirements, the procedure hitherto followed for tha t purpose necessitates weather conditions which do not often occur, and seldom last long enough for the object in view.
There are other difficulties also to contend with, due to the stream of tide running at its maximum rate at, or about, the times of high and low water. The stream, reversing its direction between those times, causes a m ark buoy, or boat, however, tautly moored, to swing over a certain area during the interval; the undula ting character of the surface of the ground, and the action of the strong tidal stream on the lead-line, thus tend to introduce elements of uncertainty which increase with the depth of water.
The practical difficulties experienced in obtainingstrictly accurate results by this means involve loss of time disproportionate to the value of the observations, and therefore the attempt has not often been made.
Trustworthy evidence on the rise and fall of tide is th:1s almost entirely confined to the coast-line, with the exception of a few observations of tide-ga~ges attached to the masts of wrecks on off-lying banks in the North Sea.
A la rge number of observations of value for the reduction of soundings have, however, been obtained in the North Sea during the years 1886-90 by Captain T. H. Tizard, R.N., C.B., F.R.S., whiie commanding H.M.S. Triton in the course of the survey of the shoals fronting the Norfolk coast. These, being taken by the lead-lii1e from the ship at anchor, on the assumption that the bottom was perfectly level, can scarcely be considered sufficiently trustworthy for scientific purposes until confirmed by more precise methods which were not then available.
More rigorous observations were carried out in the North Sea by the late Captain W. Hewett, R.N., commanding H.M. surveying ship Fairy in 1838 and 1840, with the object of verifying the prediction of the late Dr. Whewell as to the existence of an area situated eastward of Orfordness and about midway between the coasts of England and Holland, where the rise and fall of tide was expected to vanish.
The method employed by Captain He\'vett was to moor a boat head and stern as ta utly as possible by means of lead-lines attached to anchors laid out in the direction of the tidal streams. A remarkable elevation in the form of a ridge on the bottom, with a depth of 18½ fathoms over it, having been previously detected, the boat was moored at slack water as nearly as possible directly over the ridge . Another boat dropping down with the tide, v.:ith lead kept just on and The observations, being carried out with the utmost care under exceptionally favourable conditions of weather, gave an absolutely uniform depth throughout the day, showing conclusively that at that spot there was no rise and fall of tide. The position in which the observations were made was in lat. 52° 271 30" N., long. 3° 11' 30 11 E., the moon's age being 27'6 days, and the maximum strength of the tidal stream 1·6 knots.
The particular spot for observation, as indicated by Dr. Whewell, was about 30 miles S.S.W. (true) from the above position, but circumstances did not permit of reaching it, and no observations have yet been made there.
On a former occasion, on July 5, 1838, the moon's age being 13·4 days, at a position about 20 miles S.S.E. (true) from Dr. vVhewell's position, using precisely the same method and under conditions only slightly less favourable, Captain Hewett found a rise and fall of tide of 6½ feet.
The question of tidal observations in deep water having recently engaged attention at the Hydrographic Department of the Admiralty, an apparatus has been devised which obviates to a great extent the difficulties referred to above.
This apparatus, for use from a ship at anchor, is based on a principle similar to that of the pneumatic self-recording tide gauge now under trial by the Admiralty. It consists of india-rubber tubing having a bore of about ½ inch, supplied in a sufficient number of lengths joined together to allow one end open to the sea to be attached to a weight lowered to the bottom near the anchor. The inboard end of the tubing is attached to the upper part of a closed vertical cylinder 4 inches in diameter and about 6 feet high, on the top of which is fitted a small Bourdon gauge of ordinary pattern. The lower part of the vertical cylinder is in connection with an air-reservoir, and is aiso connected, by a separate pipe of small diameter, with a large Bourdon gauge of special construction.
The air-reservoir, charged by a powerful air pump, consists of four cylinders, each of which is similar in size and pattern to the vertical cylinder. The large Bourdon gauge is 12 inches in diameter, very delicately made, capable of indicating pressures up to 250 lb. on the square inch, and graduated on a reflecting surface to obviate the effect of parallax in reading off. It can be accurately read to within 1 / 10 lb.
The method· of using the apparatus is as follows:-With the ship lying at anchor, and having sufficient cable veered, the india-rubber tubing should bear no strain. The 12-inch Bourdon gauge being shut off by a needle-valve controlling connection with the remainder of the apparatus, air is pumped into the air-reservoir, flowing from thence to the sea through tubing and vertical cylinder, controlling connection with the sea, is then closed, and the air reservoir and vertical cylinder charged to a pressure considerably exceeding that of the head of water due to the depth. The compressed air being then admitted to the 12-inch Bourdon gauge by turning the needle-valve, the whole apparatus is again placed in direct communication with the sea by means of the valve for that purpose.
The air pressure as shown by the 12-inch Bourdon gauge will then steadily fall as the air escapes into the sea, and will continue to do so until the pressurt'l in the apparatus exactly balances that due to the column of water represented by the depth over the submerged end of the india-rubber tubing. When the pointer of the 12-inch gauge ceases to fall and remains quite stationary, the gauge is read off.
As a column of sea water I foot high, with sectional area of I square inch, weighs 0·445 lb., it follows that the depth is obtained by the multiplication of that factor by the pressure in lbs. per square inch as indicated by the gauge. The variation in pressure, provided the weight at the submerged end of the indiarubber tubing has not moved its position, is therefore a measure of the rise and fall of tide.
Observations with this apparatus have been made successfully in depths of 35 fathoms, and the results, when compared with observations of an ordinary tidegauge on the beach in the immediate vicinity, were found to agree very closely. For purposes of comparison, simultaneous observations were taken afloat and ashore at half-hourly intervals during several days. In fine weather an occasional difference of 2 or 3 inches might be noted, but it seldom exceeded one inch, or even less.
On one occasion when observations were being made during bad weather, force of wind 5 to 6, with the ship rolling and pitching considerably, difficulty was experienced in reading the gauge accurately; the differences observed were consequently somewhat larger, but in no case exceeded 8 inches. The Bourdon gauge used on that occasion has, however, since been vastly improved by the addition of the reflecting surface for the avoidance of parallax, besides other modifications tending towards greater accuracy and facility in reading off. The improved gauge may be expected to give results on which reliance may confidently be placed within a very small margin of error, even under unfavourable conditions. The apparatus having been thus satisfactorily tested, the officer commanding H.M. surveying ship Triton was directed to make observations at certain positions in the English Channel, using the improved Bourdon gauge, with the view of verifying the co-tidal lines as drawn by the late Dr. Whewell from theoretical considerations.
The results given in the following table are very interesting, and show that the theoretical co-tidal lines English Channel.~Tidal Observations by Capt. W. P. Dawson, R.N., H.M.S. "Triton," May, 1909. 
